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a b s t r a c t
Transport problems occurring in porous media and including convection, diffusion and chemical reactions, can be well represented by systems of Partial Differential Equations. In this paper, a numerical procedure is proposed for the fast and robust solution of ﬂow and transport problems in 2D heterogeneous
saturated media. The governing equations are spatially discretized with unstructured triangular meshes
that must satisfy the Delaunay condition. The solution of the ﬂow problem is split from the solution of the
transport problem and it is obtained with an approach similar to the Mixed Hybrid Finite Elements
method, that always guarantees the M-property of the resulting linear system. The transport problem
is solved applying a prediction/correction procedure. The prediction step analytically solves the convective/reactive components in the context of a MAST Finite Volume scheme. The correction step computes
the anisotropic diffusive components in the context of a recently proposed Finite Elements scheme.
Massa balance is locally and globally satisﬁed in all the solution steps. Convergence order and computational costs are investigated and model results are compared with literature ones.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
There are several numerical difﬁculties which must be
addressed when solving transport equations, occurring in porous
media and including convection, diffusion and chemical reactions
processes. These problems include, for example, the approximation
of sharp fronts, grid orientation effects and, for reactive processes
in particular, different time-scales.
Anisotropy is the tendency of a transport phenomenon to align
progressively along preferential directions. Diffusion equation with
anisotropic coefﬁcients arises in many environmental topics, for
example heat transfer, groundwater ﬂow and transport problems,
petroleum reservoir simulations, hydrodynamic simulations, . . . In
groundwater contaminant transport problems, principal directions
of the diffusive tensor, representing mechanical dispersion, are the
same velocity direction and other two directions lying in the normal plane. Velocity ﬁelds varying in space and time cause (possibly
sharp) changes of the anisotropy directions. These problems are
characterized by a full rank diffusion tensor, that is diagonal only
if the reference system is aligned with the principal anisotropy
directions [5]. The anisotropy ratio is the ratio between the largest
and the smallest tensor eigenvalue.
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Many numerical solvers proposed for the solution of anisotropic
diffusion problems have shown difﬁculties in satisfying the Discrete Maximum Principle (DMP), that guarantees asymptotic solutions free of oscillations and monotonic in space ([28] and cited
references). In addition, mesh locking effects may arise for strong
anisotropy problems, when the spatial rate of convergence decreases along with the increment of the anisotropy ratio [21,22].
Many numerical methods proposed in literature for the solution
of general transport problems originate from the splitting of the
original ﬂux into advective and diffusive components and different
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) systems solve only one of the
two terms. Each PDEs system is discretized in space and time with
a different technique, deemed to be the most appropriate for the
speciﬁc component. Most often, explicit time-stepping for advective ﬂuxes are combined with implicit time-stepping for diffusive
ﬂuxes. Eulerian–Lagrangian schemes [10,31] and Eulerian–
Godunov schemes [14,15] belong to these kinds of splitting
methods. Characteristic methods solve separately for advection
and diffusion, using a Lagrangian treatment of the advective part
and an Eulerian treatment on the ﬁxed grid of the diffusive part
of the transport equation. In general, these methods do not
conserve mass and fail to treat boundaries in a straightforward
manner. Celia et al. [12] and Healy and Russel [23] introduced an
improved characteristic method called the Eulerian–Lagrangian
localized adjoint method (ELLAM) which uses space–time test
functions that are carried through space and time by the
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characteristics of the velocity ﬁeld. ELLAM ensures mass conservation in a global sense and allows for systematic treatment of inﬂow
and outﬂow boundaries. Since these schemes solve the advective
part of the transport problem by tracking particles along the characteristics, Eulerian–Lagrangian schemes are suitable to solve
transport problems in cases of simple ﬂow ﬁelds ad homogeneous
permeability medium. Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a
novel techniques that is part of the so called meshless methods.
Meshless methods compute the concentration within domain
where the velocity ﬁeld is known and the concentration solution
is represented in space and time as function of the concentration
and location of a ﬁxed number of particles moving in the domain
[25]. These methodologies have successfully applied to isotropic
diffusion transport problems, but their use in the simulations of
anisotropic problems is an ongoing research activity [25].
An efﬁcient strategy for the numerical simulation of phenomena where both convection and diffusion effects are signiﬁcant,
consists also in coupling Finite Volumes (FV) schemes with Finite
Elements (FE) schemes.
In recent years, strong attention has been given to higher-order
Godunov techniques for advective ﬂow problems. Dawson [15]
investigated the combination of these techniques with Mixed Finite Elements (MFE) methods for advection-dominated equations.
The author refers to this general approach as the Godunov-mixed
method (GMM). The combination of these two schemes is natural
because both are based on a weak form of the differential equations and assume discontinuous trial functions.
The GMM has been extended by Mazzia et al. [29] to unstructured triangular grids and by Mazzia et al. [30] to 2D and 3D transport problems in porous media. For the advective components of
the transport equation, the authors in [29,30] adopt high resolution
triangular FV discretization, combined with an implicit Mixed Hybrid Finite Elements (MHFE) scheme for the solution of the ﬂow
equation and of the diffusive components in the transport equation. MHFE methods compute a velocity ﬁeld which is very convenient for the solution of the next convective transport problem
with the FV methods, since the normal velocity components are
continuous across the inter-element boundaries. This avoids mass
balance errors in the solution of the transport equations due to
inaccuracies in the evaluation of the ﬂuxes through the element
interfaces. In addition, the use of a dual mesh for the FV scheme
is not necessary if a MHFE method is applied for the discretization
of the diffusive components.
Because of the explicit time discretization, most often the solution of the advective components is limited by the Courant (CFL)
stability requirement on the size of the time step, while, because
of the implicit time discretization, there is no restriction on the
time step of the MHFE. This implies that different time steps are often used for the solution of the advection and of the diffusion problems. Solution of the advective components is carried out by
applying na times the FV scheme using a time step size Dta = Dt/
na. Values of na and Dta vary inside the computational domain
according to the CFL restriction.
GMM has been applied successfully to the solution of density
dependent ﬂow and transport problems, characterized by convective recirculating ﬂows originated by density buoyancy forces.
Applications to benchmark test problems in 2D and 3D ([30] and
cited references) have assessed the accuracy and reliability of this
numerical approach. This combination of mixed Finite Elements
methods and shock-capturing methods was also proved successful
in the numerical treatment of models involving systems of equations of different nature, such as those encountered in groundwater ﬂow and reactive transport of contaminants [18,19].
Herbin and Hubert [24] presented a review of several numerical
schemes developed for the treatment of anisotropic diffusion problems. Most of these schemes, like the MHFE or the compact stencil
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Multi Point Flux Approximation (MPFA) schemes, are naturally suited for coupling with FV-bases convective solver, as they use the
same cell-centred unknowns.
Some numerical experiments concerning anisotropic heterogeneous diffusion problems (see for example [20]) have shown that,
for high anisotropy ratios, some MPFA fail to converge when applied to highly reﬁned computational meshes and some MHFE
compute unphysical oscillations.
Recently, Mazzia et al. [30] examined the behavior and the efﬁciency of the GMM technique, when applied to strongly anisotropic
problems. At increasing anisotropy ratios GMM suffers from
increasing ill-conditioning and spurious oscillations may appear
in the numerical approximation of the time-dependent solution.
These oscillations may be hidden from the numerical solution as
a result of the application of the ﬂux limiter that is employed in
the FV solver due to the hyperbolic character of the convective
term. This aspect makes this problem even more subtle and difﬁcult to spot, thus increasing the chances to confuse it with a real
physical behavior when complex problems are tackled.
Substitution of the MHFE discretization in GMM with a standard linear (P1) Galerkin method, leads to sensibly different
numerical concentration ﬁelds, without the ﬂaw of spurious oscillations [30]. This latter approach is referred to as the Godunov-P1
Method (G-P1 M). Resolving system of the G-P1 M has a much better spectral condition number (much closer to one) than the GMM
system. G-P1 M does not show any mesh locking effect for the
range of the anisotropy ratios which are typical of groundwater
transport problems [30].
The main drawback in the use of the G-P1 M method is that the
coupling of node-based methods, such as P1 Galerkin, with the
Godunov FV requires interpolation between nodal and cell values
and viceversa [30].
The MFE methods have provided an attractive framework for
the solution of potential ﬂow problems, like groundwater ﬂow
simulations: by simultaneously approximating the potentials and
the normal ﬂuxes, the computed normal ﬂuxes are continuous
across inter-element edges and the local and global mass balance
are automatically achieved in the case of constant parameters.
MFE methods have been extensively used for the solution of parabolic problem, but in elliptic problems (i.e. steady state problems)
the matrix of the system becomes ill-conditioned, leading to saddle-point problem [7,26]. Hybridized formulation of MFE, MHFE
methods represent a way to solve this problem. In the MHFE method, piezometric heads at element edges are assumed as additional
variables to overcome this problem. The ﬁnal linear algebraic systems are always symmetric and positive deﬁnite.
Hoteit et al. [26] proved that in heterogeneous media, the conditioning of the resulting linear system for the MHFE grows up linearly according to the ratio between the highest and the lowest
values of the hydraulic conductivity of adjacent elements and the
algorithm could accumulate numerical errors if large jumps in
the conductivity values take place.
Recently, two lumped Finite Volume formulation of the MHFE
scheme have been proposed [35], an edge centred and a cell centred formulation. In the ﬁrst one, the ﬂow equations are spatially
discretized in a set of continuity equations across all the edges of
the mesh, using the average potentials along these edges as unknowns. The formulation leads to ﬁnal linear algebraic systems
that are always symmetric and positive deﬁnite. In the cell centred
formulation, ﬂow equations are discretized over the mesh elements and uses the potential in the cell circumcenter as unknowns.
The dimension of the solution system is equal to the elements
number, much less than the one of the ﬁrst lumped formulation,
equal to the number of elements edges.
Edge centred formulation leads to an M-stiffness matrix for
acute triangulation, for homogeneous or heterogeneous domains,
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while the second lumped formulation leads to an M-matrix for a
Delaunay triangulation in the case of an homogenous domain only.
An M-matrix is a matrix with diagonal positive coefﬁcients, strictly
diagonally dominant, or weakly diagonally dominant with strict
inequality for at least one row and non-positive extra-diagonal
coefﬁcients. In the numerical solution of second-order PDEs, the
M-stiffness matrix system prevents from unphysical oscillation
(see for example [28,32]).
In heterogeneous domains, the criterion to obtain an M-matrix
with cell centred formulation depends not only on the geometry
but also on the distribution of the permeability medium and the
stiffness matrix could not be necessarily positive deﬁnite, contrarily to the ﬁrst lumped formulation and to standard MHFE. This
condition is very important when using iterative solvers. Moreover, stiffness matrix of the cell centred formulation can be singular for triangles having one right angle [35].
In the present paper a numerical procedure is proposed for the
solution of heterogeneous isotropic ﬂow ﬁeld and heterogeneous
convection–diffusion–reaction transport problems with diffusive
anisotropic tensor in saturated porous media. The governing PDEs
system is given by the mass conservation equation of the ﬂuid
phase, by the Darcy formula for the velocity and by the transport
equations of the scalar transported species.
The governing equations are discretized over a generally
unstructured triangular mesh, that attains the Generalized Delaunay condition, further deﬁned. Flow ﬁeld is assumed to be not affected by the concentration ﬁeld and it is solved at the beginning of
each time step. The computed velocity ﬁeld is second order accurate in space and continuous along the element edges. The algorithm is similar to the cell centred lumped FV-MHFE scheme
[35], but includes substantial changes that allows fast and monotonic solutions also using strongly unstructured meshes with
obtuse triangles.
Once ﬂow ﬁeld is known for the given time step, the transport
problem is computed by solving consecutively a prediction and a
correction problem. The prediction problem, including the convective and the reaction components, is solved by applying the FV
Marching in Space and Time (MAST) scheme, previously proposed
by some of the authors for the solution of purely convective transport problem [4,1], and here extended to problems where chemical
reactions occur. This scheme computes an analytical solution of the
element nodal concentration values. Unlike the ELLAM schemes,
this method is locally and globally mass conservative for any computed ﬂow ﬁeld and the mean computational effort per element
does not increase with the CFL number [4,1].
The correction step solves the diffusive anisotropic problem
according to a recently developed node-based technique [3], where
the control volume is the closed polygon given by the union of the
midpoint of each side with the ‘‘anisotropic’’ circumcenter of each
triangle. The structure of the diffusive ﬂux across the control volume sides is similar to the one of the standard P1 Galerkin scheme.
A special treatment of the diffusive ﬂux across the dual volumes
edges is also proposed in order to guarantee monotonic asymptotic
solutions and a positive deﬁnite matrix of the ﬁnal linear system.
This treatment requires, if necessary, some edge swaps of the basic
mesh triangles, but it does not change the location of the original
nodes and also maintains both the internal and the external
boundaries. The solver of the anisotropic diffusive transport has
shown a spectral condition number much closer to one than the
standard P1 Galerkin FE scheme (that already has a much better
stiffness matrix conditioning than the GMM methods, as proved
in [30]), satisﬁes the DMP and no mesh locking effects have been
observed, also for strong anisotropy ratios [3]. Unlike methodology
proposed in [3], in the present paper, coefﬁcients of the diffusion
tensor change in time, depending on the ﬂow ﬁeld, as shown in
the next section.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the governing
equations are shown, along with the initial and boundary conditions and the physical assumptions. In Section 3, the numerical
procedure for the computation of the ﬂow ﬁeld is presented. Transport problem solution is described in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5
numerical tests are proposed. Computed results are compared with
the corresponding ones provided by other literature models; the
convergence order and the required computational costs are
investigated.
2. Physical assumptions and governing equations
The medium is assumed to be saturated by a single liquid phase,
with one chemical soluble species, characterized by its concentration C.
The governing equations for the mass transport in saturated
porous media form a non linear PDEs system, given by the ﬂow
equation and by the transport equations of the contaminant phase
[16].
Let X be a physical domain in R2 (vertical or horizontal plane),
C the boundary of X and x = [x1, x2]T the spatial co-ordinate vector.
Let H1(X) be the Sobolev space of square-integrable functions with
square-integrable ﬁrst order derivatives over X.
The ﬂow equation is:

s0

@H
þ r  q ¼ fH in X  ½0; T;
@t

ð1Þ

where t is time, T is the total simulation time, H e H1(X) is the
piezometric head (or hydraulic head or potential), s0 is a storage
coefﬁcient, fH = fH(x, t) e L2(X) is a source term and q is the Darcy
ﬂow velocity:

q ¼ KrH;

ð2Þ

where K is the permeability tensor, assumed isotropic, such that
K  K (a positive scalar value). The transport equation for the
contaminant phase is:



@C
þ kC þ r  ðqCÞ  r  ðDrCÞ ¼ fC in X  ½0; T;
Re
@t

ð3Þ

where C e H1(X) is the mass concentration of the solute component,
e is the effective porosity of the medium, R is the latency retardation
factor (Re is assumed constant in time), k is the chemical decay rate
(k = log2/Tl with Tl the half life of the element), fC = fC(x, t) e L2(X) is
the sink/source of the solute component and D is a generally anisotropic diffusion tensor. The unknowns of the problem are the piezometric head H and the contaminant concentration C.To close the set
of the governing Eqs. (1) and (3) some constitutive relationship are
needed: tensor D is given by (see for example [5]):

D ¼ ðDd þ aT jqjÞI þ ðaL  aT Þ

qq
;
jqj

ð4Þ

where Dd is the effective molecular diffusion coefﬁcient of the ﬂuid,
aL and aT are the longitudinal and transverse coefﬁcients of the solute dispersivity, |q| is the absolute speciﬁc Darcy ﬂuid ﬂux.
The set of governing PDEs (1) and (3) is subject to the following
initial and boundary conditions:



Hðx; 0Þ ¼ H0 ðxÞ in X at t ¼ 0 x 2 X;
H ¼ HD ðx; tÞ x 2 CHD

qðx; tÞ  n ¼ g N ðx; tÞ x 2 CHN ;

ð5; aÞ

as well as



Cðx; 0Þ ¼ C 0 ðxÞ in X at t ¼ 0 x 2 X;
C ¼ C D ðx; tÞ x 2 CCD
HðCÞ

HðCÞ

Cqðx; tÞ  n ¼ g CN ðx; tÞ x 2 CCN ;

ð5; bÞ

where CD and CN are the portions of boundary C where Dirichlet and Neumann conditions respectively hold for H(C), sub index
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‘‘0’’ marks the initial states for H and C, HD and CD are the Dirichlet
values for H and C on CHD and CCD respectively, gN is the assigned
Neumann ﬂux on CHN (n is the unit outward normal to the boundary)
and g CN is the assigned Neumann contaminant mass ﬂux on CCN .
Let Xh be a polygonal approximation of X, Th an unstructured
triangulation of Xh, which properties will be further speciﬁed. Th
is called basic mesh, NT is the number of triangles T of Th. Triangle
T is called primary element, area of T is |T| and the boundary of T
is o T. Let Ph = {Pi, i = 1, . . . , N} be the set of all vertices (or nodes)
of all T e Th with N the number of nodes. A dual mesh Eh = {ei,
i = 1, . . . , N} is constructed over the basic mesh and the dual ﬁnite
control volume ei associated with node Pi is the closed polygon given by the union of the midpoint of each side with the ‘‘anisotropic’’ circumcenter of each triangle T sharing Pi, as further
deﬁned. Dual volumes ei satisfy:

X¼

[

ei :

ð6Þ

~m
ment. According to Eq. (11), the mixed approximation q
i of the
ﬂux through side i of element Tm can be written as [35]:
_

~m
q
i

Km
m
m
¼
ri;ip ðri;ip Tpm
im  rip;im Tpi  rim;i Tpip Þ:
jT m j

ð12Þ

Deﬁne a new unknown Hm at the circumcenter cT m of Tm:

X

Hm ¼

pmj Tpmj ;

ð13Þ

j¼i;ip;im

with coefﬁcient

pmi given by [34,35]:

ðrim;ip  ri;ip Þðrim;i  rip;i Þ

pmi ¼

4jT m j2

ð14Þ

:

Eq. (11) becomes:
m
m
~m
q
i ¼ vi;ip ðH m  Tpi Þ;

ð15Þ

vmi;ip is [34,35]:

where coefﬁcient

Flow ﬁeld problem and the convective/reaction components of
the transport problem are solved over a basic mesh and the computational cell is the mesh triangle itself, while the diffusive component of the transport problem is solved over a different dual
mesh, sharing the same nodes of the previous one, and the computational cell is the dual control volume.

Formulation in Eq. (16) of coefﬁcient
lowing form:

3. Flow ﬁeld solution

vmi;ip ¼

_

vmi;ip ¼ 

4 K m jT m j
:
rim;i  rim;ip

ð16Þ

vmi;ip can be written in the fol-

_

In the context of MHFE formulation [35], solution of problem
(1)
is approximated inside triangle Tm by the following quantities:
_
Hm , the mean value of the piezometric head in Tm, qm 2 RT0 (RT0 is
the Raviart–Thomas lowest order space over Tm [33]), approximation of q over Tm and the values Tpm
j (j = 1, 2, 3) of the piezometric
heads over the three edges of Tm. Flux can be deﬁned element by
element as [35]:

qm ¼

X

m
~m
q
j vj ;

m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NT ;

ð7Þ

j¼1;3
m

~m
where q
j is the value of the normal ﬂux on edge lj of triangle Tm
and the basis functions v m
j of RT0(Tm) are deﬁned as ([35] and cited
references):

v mj ðxÞ ¼

1
ðx  xm
j Þ;
2jT m j

8x 2 T m ;

j ¼ 1; 2; 3;

ð8Þ

where ðxm
j Þ are the co-ordinates of the Tm nodes. Important
properties of the RT0 space are ([35] and cited references):

r  qm constant on T m qm  nl constant over each edge:

ð9Þ

Call i, ip and im the nodes of triangle Tm, where ip and im are the
nodes following and preceding respectively node i in counterclockwise direction. The edge vector ri,ip (ri,im) connects nodes i and ip
(im), oriented from i to ip (im). According to the properties of RT0
space in Eq. (9), the ﬂux law (2) can be written in variational form
as (see also [35]):

Z
Tm

X

qm  v m
i ¼

~m
q
j

j¼i;ip;im
_

Z
Tm

_

vmi  vmj ¼ K m

Z
Tm

Km
jri;ip j;
m
cTi;ip

ð17Þ

m
where jri;ip j is the length of side ri,ip and cTi;ip
is the distance between
the Tm circumcenter (xcm its co-ordinate vector) and the midpoint of
ri,ip (xi,im its co-ordinate vector), written as (see Fig. 1):

T

ðx1;j  x1;jp Þðx2;cq  x2;j;jp Þ  ðx2;j  x2;jp Þðx1;cq  x1;j;jp Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dq ;
ðx1;j  xjp Þ2 þ ðx2;j  x2;jp Þ2



m
im
i
;
; jp ¼
q¼
)j¼
e
i
im

q
cj;jp
¼

where xj,jp is the co-ordinate vector of midpoint of side rj,jp, xcq is the
co-ordinate vector of circumcenter of triangle Tq and dq = 1 or 1 if
direction of vector rj,jp is respectively counterclockwise or not in triangular element Tq.
Forcing the ﬂux continuity between the two adjacent elements
Tm and Te sharing side ri,im (oriented from im to i in Tm and from i to
im in Te), is equivalent to set:

~m
~e
~e
q
im ¼ qi ¼ qim ¼

vmim;i vei;im
ðH  He Þ:
vmim;i þ vei;im m

rH  v m
i

xi
ð10Þ

c

_

~m
q
i ¼ Km

X

xce

e
im ,i

where symbol ð  Þ marks the mean value in the triangle Tm. Eq. (10)
can be written as [35]:
_

_

m
A1
ij ðHm Tpj Þ;

ð11Þ

Tm

j¼i;ip;im

R
m
where matrix Aij ¼ T m v m
i  v j is symmetric and positive deﬁnite.
Starting from simple algebraic transformations [13,34], it is
possible a formulation of the problem with one unknown per ele-

ð19Þ

We get the Finite Volume mass balance equation for the same triangular element by summing the ﬂuxes through the three edges of Tm,
that is:

_

¼ K m ðHm Tpm
i ¼ 1; 2; 3;
i Þ

ð18Þ

xip

xi ,im
m
x ci ,im

Te

cm

xim
Fig. 1. Triangle notations.
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_
@Hm X m;e
vj;jp ðHm  He Þdm;e
¼ jT m j fHm ;
þ
j
@t
j
8
8
>
>
<i
< ip
j ¼ ip ) jp ¼ im
>
>
:
:
im
i;
_

jT m j s0m

ð20Þ

where index e marks the element Te sharing side rj,jp with Tm, dm;e
is
j
a Kronecker delta, equal to 1 if Tm shares side rj,jp with Te and equal
to 0 otherwise and coefﬁcient vm;e
j;jp is given by:

vm;e
j;jp ¼

vmj;jp vejp;j
jrj;jp j

¼  Tm
e
cj;jp
cTjp;j
vmj;jp þ vejp;j
_
Km

þ

ð21Þ

_
Ke

e
and cTjp;j
is deﬁned in Eq. (18).
After fully implicit time discretization, Eqs. (20) and (21) form a
linear system of order NT. Diagonal term of the stiffness matrix system corresponding to element Tm is:

smm ¼

_
s0m

jT m j
þ
Dt

X

vm;e
j;jp

ð22; aÞ

j

and its extra-diagonal term corresponding to triangle Te is:

sme ¼ vm;e
j;jp :

ð22; bÞ

The previous formulation is equivalent to the MHFE scheme lumped
in the cell center [35]. The drawback of this formulation is that the
non oscillatory property, as well as the positive deﬁnite property of
the resulting linear system are guaranteed only if obtuse triangles
are missing and this is very unlike to occur in the real applications.
A Delaunay triangulation in R2 is deﬁned by the condition that
all the nodes in the mesh are not interior to the circles deﬁned by
the three nodes of each triangle, as shown in Fig. 2(a) [27]. It can be
shown [32] that each Delaunay triangulation satisﬁes the following
condition:
m
e
cTi;im
þ cTim;i
P0

ð23Þ

for each interior edge connecting nodes i and im.
Most of the today available mesh-generators satisfy the
Delaunay property, even if some exceptions may occur around
internal boundaries, or when the mesh density is forced to change
in given sub-domains. If the Delaunay property is not satisﬁed (see
Fig. 2(b)), it is still possible to obtain a new mesh that satisﬁes condition (23) for all the internal edges starting from the original one,
without changing the location of the original nodes. This can be
done by a series of local edge swaps, where two elements sharing
the same edge are changed in a new couple, sharing the same
nodes but having a different edge, connecting the two nodes opposite to the previous edge. See for example the new triangles obtained in Fig. 3(b) by the original ones of Fig. 3(a). It can be

i
i

Te
Pi,im

cTm
Tm
ip

Te
Pi,im

cTe
im

cTm
ip

Tm

cTe
im

Fig. 2. Delaunay condition: (a) triangles Tm and Te satisfy Delaunay condition; (b)
triangles Tm and Te do not satisfy Delaunay condition.

shown [17] that the common edge satisﬁes the Delaunay property
in at least one of the two conﬁgurations. By iterating the same control for all the edges, the Delaunay property is quickly attained for
all the edges of the mesh that are shared by two triangles.
Condition (23), if satisﬁed for all the internal edges, implies the
negative sign of the corresponding extra-diagonal coefﬁcients in
Eq. (21) only if the medium is homogeneous. Moreover, if element
Tm is a boundary element and ri,im is a boundary edge opposite to
m
an obtuse angle the ﬂux coefﬁcient, proportional to cTi;im
, remains
negative, even if the mesh satisﬁes the Delaunay property, because
the distance of the circumcenter from the boundary edge is
negative.
We deﬁne Generalized Delaunay (GD) mesh a Delaunay mesh
where condition (23) holds for all the internal edges and
m
cTi;im
P0

ð24Þ

holds for all the boundary edges. If condition (24) does not hold for
one or more boundary edges, and/or common edges are ﬁxed as
internal boundaries, it is still possible to obtain a GD mesh, also saving the internal boundaries, by simply adding a small number of
nodes along the boundary sides. See in [2] the required procedure.
According to the deﬁnition of coefﬁcient vm;e
j;jp given in Eq. (21),
in the case of Delaunay triangulation and homogeneous medium
the matrix of the linear system is positive deﬁnite and satisﬁes
the M-property. As mentioned in the introduction, in heterogeneous media these ‘nice’ properties of the linear system depend
on the distribution of the permeability K inside the domain.
Given a GD mesh, we propose to change the formulation of
coefﬁcient vm;e
j;jp given in (21), in order to always preserve the
M-matrix property and the positive deﬁnite condition even in the
case of heterogeneous medium, by setting:

1

0

vm;e
j;jp

B
jrj;jp j C
C
¼ min B
A;
@big; 
cm
ce
_ þ _
Km

ð25Þ

Ke

where coefﬁcients ce and cm are deﬁned as:
m
cm ¼ cTj;jp

e
ce ¼ cTjp;j

m
e
cm ¼ cTj;jp
þ cTjp;j

if

m
cTj;jp
> 0;

ce ¼ 0 if

m
e
þ cTjp;j
cm ¼ 0 ce ¼ cTj;jp

if

e
cTjp;j
> 0;

m
cTj;jp
> 0;

e
e
m
cTjp;j
6 0 and jcTjp;j
j < cTj;jp
;

e
cTjp;j
> 0;

m
m
e
cTj;jp
6 0 and jcTj;jp
j < cTjp;j

ð26Þ
and big is a very large positive number (say big ’ 1.d + 15).
According to Eqs. (25) and (26), stiffness matrix always satisﬁes
the M-property, is symmetric and positive deﬁnite, with the only
requirement of constraints (23) and (24). A preconditioned conjugate gradient using the incomplete Cholesky factorization is applied
for the solution of system (20) in the unknowns Hm, m = 1, . . . , NT.
Observe that the ﬂux formulation between the two nodes i and
im given in Eq. (19) using coefﬁcient vm;e
j;jp , modiﬁed according to
Eqs. (25) and (26), is consistent with the Darcy law. If the two triangles sharing nodes i, im are acute triangles, formulations (21)
and (25) overlap; if one of the two triangles is obtuse, the ﬂux computed according to formulation (25) is still equal to the ﬂux
through the side between nodes i and im, due to a H gradient between the two triangles circumcenters cT m and cT e , computed
according to the Darcy law and to the permeability of the acute triangle where the segment between cT m and cT e is entirely located
(see Fig. 2(a)). In this case, the ﬂux computed with the coefﬁcients
given by the original Eq. (21) is different and is not consistent with
the Darcy velocity occurring in the acute triangle.
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cTm
i

i

Te
Tm

Te

Tm

cTe

cTm

im

cTe

ip

im

ip

Fig. 3. (a) Original not Delaunay triangulation; (b) Delaunay triangulation after edge swap.

He > Hm. Assume a 2nd order polynomial time approximation
ne1 ðtÞ; ne2 ðtÞ and ne3 ðtÞ of the concentrations at the nodes of the cell
Te, from the beginning (time level tk) to the end of the time step
(time level tk+1/2). The time approximation can be written as:

4. Solution of the transport problem
The transport problem in Eq. (3) can be written as:

Re

@C
þ Lp þ Lc ¼ fC ;
@t

ð27Þ

where Lp and Lc are differential operators, acting respectively on the
convective/reaction and the diffusion terms. The prediction step
becomes:

Re

@C
þ Lp ¼ fC
@t

with Lp ¼ r  ðqCÞ þ RekC;

ð28Þ

while correction step is:

Re

@C
þ Lc ¼ 0 with Lc ¼ r  ðDrCÞ:
@t

ð29Þ

4.1. The prediction problem
The MAST scheme is applied for the solution of the convective/
reactive transport components. At the beginning of each time step,
the computational cells (triangles) are ordered according to their
circumcenter potential value and sequentially solved, one after
the other, according to the decreasing potential value. It can be
easily shown [4,1] that average mass ﬂuxes entering in each cell
from neighboring cells with higher potentials are always known
before the cell solution. Initial condition at each iteration is given
by the solution obtained with the correction step of the previous
time iteration. A piece-wise spatial linear approximation C(x, t) of
the concentration C inside each cell at any time is assumed (see
Fig. 4(a)). Call C e1 ðtÞ; C e2 ðtÞ and C e3 ðtÞ the values of C at the three
nodes of element Te, one of the neighboring triangles of Tm with

C3m

(a)

ne ðtÞ ¼ ne;0 þ ne;1 t þ ne;2 t2 ;

ð30Þ

where ne is a vector with components ne1 ; ne2 and ne3 . Call j (j = 1, 2, 3)
the index of the side of Te shared with Tm with nodes j and jp (jp is
the node following node j in counterclockwise direction). The
incoming ﬂux in the downstream (in the potential scale) cell Tm is
known at any time as the product of the mean concentration value
between nej and nejp times the volumetric ﬂux.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to force the spatial linear
approximation of C(t) inside cell Tm to have at time t + dt the same
0th and 1st order spatial moments of the analytical solution obtained at the same time level starting from a linear initial distribution at time t, as shown in Fig. 4(b) (for simplicity a 1D case is
shown). 1st order moments are computed with respect to the centroid of the triangular element with co-ordinates xm
G . Decay term
kReC and source term fC are assumed concentrated in the centroid
of each element, so that their 1st order x1 and x2 moments are zero.
According to this, the following ODEs system is obtained for each
triangle Tm in the three nodal concentrations unknowns:

dCm
¼ Am Cm þ bðtÞ;
dt

ð31Þ

where b(t) is a polynomial of the same order of ne,
0

1

2

bðtÞ ¼ b þ b t þ b t2

0 6 t 6 Dt

ð32Þ

and the vectors b0, b1and b2are given in Appendix A, as well as matrix Am coefﬁcients.

(b)
C

C1m

m

ξ ej ( t + dt )

exact solution
approximate solution
(t+dt)

C2

3
approximate solution (t)
Tm
1

2

Tm

x

Fig. 4. (a) Spatial concentrations distribution at the three nodes of triangle Tm; (b) equality of the 1st order spatial moment of exact and approximate solutions inside cell Tm.
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Because of its asymmetry, matrix Am can have either three real
or one real and two conjugate eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It is
shown, in [4,1], that the solution of system (31) at the end of time
step is given by:

kþ1=2

X  T  kþ1
X jT m jdT m
C kþ1  C i
i
m
Ri ei i
þ
F i;ip
C ip  C ikþ1
3
Dt
T¼1;NT
T¼1;N T


kþ1
kþ1
Tm
di;m ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N;
þ F i;im C im  C i

m
m
0
1
n
n
Cm ¼ a1 Cm
1 þ a2 C2 þ a3 C3 þ v þ v Dt þ    þ v Dt ;

where Ri and ei are respectively the values of R and e in node i. These
are computed as a weighted mean of the R and e values holding in
the triangles sharing node i. di,m is above speciﬁed, ip and im are the
other two nodes of Tm. Apices k + ½ and k + 1 mark the beginning
and the end of the time step. The second summation on the l.h.s.
of system (35) represents the spatial discretization of the diffusive
m
m
operator r  ðDrCÞ; F Ti;ip
and F Ti;im
are the ﬂux coefﬁcients, that is
the ﬂux from ip to i and from im to i, due to a unitary difference
of concentration between nodes ip and i and im and i, computed
across the two sides of the control volume of node i lying in triangle
Tm (see Fig. 5(b)) The same preconditioned conjugate gradient
method used to solve the ﬂow linear system resulting from the time
integration of Eq. (20) is used to solve the correction system (35).

ð33Þ

where the ﬁrst three terms are the solution of the homogeneous
part of Eq. (31) and coefﬁcients a1, a2 and a3 are computed by forcing the solution of system (31) to honour the initial concentration
m
values at the three nodes of the cell (see Appendix A). Cm
1 and C2
e
m
and C3 are functions of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A
and their expressions are given in Appendix A. Vectors vi (i = 0, 1,
2) can be computed by comparing terms in the polynomial part of
Eq. (31) with the same time exponent (see Appendix A). Once the
ODEs system (31) is solved, polynomial coefﬁcients in Eq. (31) have
to be computed. Since a 2nd order polynomial has been assumed,
coefﬁcients in Eq. (30) can be set in order to honour the computed
initial and ﬁnal values, as well as to match the mean in time value of
each polynomial approximation with the one computed from the
analytical solution (see Appendix A).
A function limiter has been later on introduced in the algorithm
to ensure monotonicity of the solution [1]. Due to the existence of
the diffusion terms, monotonicity is usually attained and the above
mentioned function limiter has not been activated in the present
algorithm.

4.2.1. The anisotropic circumcenter
Assume a full diffusion tensor D, related to velocities through
Eq. (4), to be constant within each triangular element. The tensor
elements are obtained by averaging the three nodal values, as explained in [3]. Let Tm be a triangular element of the domain, with
nodes i, ip and im, as speciﬁed in Section 3. Call ~cT m the anisotropic
circumcenter of triangular element Tm and xTc m its spatial co-ordinate vector. Call Pi,ip and Pi,im the midpoints of edges ri,ip and ri,im,
with xi,ip and xi,im the corresponding co-ordinate vectors. The
anisotropic circumcenter is computed in order to set to zero the
ﬂux across segments jP i;ip ~cT m j and jP i;im ~cT m j due to the component
of DrC orthogonal to edges ri,ip and ri,im. This is equivalent to set
the above mentioned ﬂuxes equal to:

4.2. The correction problem
Three concentration nodal values for each triangle are computed in the prediction step, so that for each node one obtains a
number of concentration values equal to the number of triangles
sharing the same node.
Before the correction diffusive step, the continuity of the concentrations along the element sides is restored by computing, in
each node, the single concentration that maintains the total mass
around the same node. This concentration is equal to:

P

P
ð j¼1;2;3 C m
j jT m jdi;j Þ
P
di;m
ð
m¼1;N T
j¼1;2;3 jT m jdi;j Þ

m¼1;N
Ci ¼ P T

i ¼ 1; . . . ; N;


m
FnTi;ip
¼ D ni;ip ^ xTc m  xi;ip ¼ 0 and

m
¼ D ni;im ^ xTc m  xi;im ¼ 0;
FnTi;im

ð34Þ

xi

4.2.2. Computation of the diffusion ﬂux coefﬁcients
According to the computation of ~cT m , ﬂuxes across jP i;ip ~cT m j and
jPi;im ~cT m j are due only to the component of DrC along the ri,ip
and ri,im directions and do not depend on the C values of the opposite nodes (respectively im and ip). The structure of the ﬂux across
the segment from the edge midpoint to the triangle anisotropic

(a)

(b) xip ,im
xim

xim

x

xTcm

xi ,ip

ni ,ip
t i ,ip

θTe

xip ,im

Te
xip

xj

ð36Þ

where ni,ip and ni,im are the inward unit vectors orthogonal to the
edges ri,ip and ri,im respectively (see Fig. 5(a)). Since D is a full
tensor, sides ri,ip and ri,im are generally not orthogonal to vectors
Dni,ip and Dni,im.
An isotropic problem can be regarded as a particular case of the
anisotropic one, where full tensor D becomes a positive scalar value D and sides ri,ip and ri,im are orthogonal to vectors linking circumcenter of triangle with their midpoints.

where di,m is equal to 1 or 0 according if node i is a node of triangle
Tm or not and di,j is equal to 1 or 0 according if the jth node of Tm is
equal to i or not.The dual ﬁnite control volume associated with node
i is the closed polygon given by the union of the midpoint of each
side with the ‘‘anisotropic’’ circumcenter (further deﬁned) of each
triangle sharing node i. Storage capacity is assumed to be concentrated in the nodes in the measure of 1/3 of the area of all triangles
sharing the same node. After space and fully implicit time integration, mass balance can be written as:

xi ,im

ð35Þ

xi ,im

xip

Tm

Tm
c

θTm

xi ,ip

xTce

xi

control volume
side of node i in
Tm

Fig. 5. (a) Element notation; (b) computation of matrix coefﬁcient Fdi,im.
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circumcenter is similar to the one of the P1 Galerkin scheme (see
for example [32]). Flux coefﬁcients across jPi;ip ~cT m j and jP i;im ~cT m j
due to a unitary differences of C values in nodes ip and i, as well
as in im and i, are computed as (see [3], Appendix B and Fig. 5(a)):


m
F Ti;ip
¼ D ðxip  xi Þ ^ xTc m  xi;ip

1

m
and F Ti;im

jri;ip j2


¼ D ðxi  xim Þ ^ xTc m  xi;im

1
jri;im j2

ð37Þ

:

~cT e is the anisotropic circumcenter of Te, sharing side ri,im with element Tm (see Fig. 5(b)). In the stiffness matrix of the resolving system (35), the global extra-diagonal coefﬁcient Fi,im corresponding to
the connected nodes i ad im is given by the sum of the ﬂux coefﬁcients in Tm and Te across jP i;ip ~cT m j and jP i;im ~cT m j (see Fig. 5(b)), that is:
m
e
F i;im ¼ F Ti;im
þ F Tim;i
;

ð38Þ

m
e
with F Ti;im
and F Tim;i
given in Eqs. (37). Eq. (38) can be written as (see
[3] and Appendix B):

F i;im ¼ 



Tm Tm
e
e
~ci;im sin hT m þ dTim;i
~cTim;i
di;im
sin hT e
jri;im j2

ð39Þ

;

with
T

q
dp;pm
¼ jDT q ðxp  xpm Þj;

q¼



m
e

;

p¼



i
im

;

pm ¼



im
i
ð40Þ

q
~cTp;pm

and
is the distance between ~cT q and midpoint Pi,im in triangle
Tq, computed similarly to Eq. (18), hT q is the angle between vectors
T
DT q ðxp  xpm Þ and ðxc q  xi;im Þ in Tq. Vectors ðxTc 1  xi;im Þ and
T2
ðxc  xi;im Þ in Fig. 5(b) have different directions since generally
DT m –DT e .
Observe that extra-diagonal coefﬁcients Fi,im have to be always
negative in order to guarantee the M-property and the positive definite condition of the system matrix. To guarantee the negative value, at least in the homogeneous case, we change Eq. (39) in the
following form:

F i;im ¼ 



Tm
e
~c1 sin hT m þ dTim;i
~c2 sin hT e
di;im
jri;im j2

;

ð41Þ

with ~cq (q = 1, 2) deﬁned as:
m
~c1 ¼ ~cTi;im
;

e
~c2 ¼ ~cTim;i

m
e
~c1 ¼ ~cTi;im
þ ~cTim;i
;

if

m
e
~cTi;im
P 0 and ~cTim;i
P 0;

~c2 ¼ 0 if

ð42; aÞ

e
m
e
~cTim;i
< 0 and ~cTi;im
P j~cTim;i
j;

ð42; bÞ
~c1 ¼ 0;

k
e
~c2 ¼ ~cTi;im
þ ~cTim;i

if

m
e
m
~cTi;im
< 0 and ~cTim;i
P j~cTi;im
j;

ð42; cÞ
According to Eqs. (42,a)–(42,c), ~cq is never smaller than zero.
In [3] we also show that: (1) it is always possible to split the diffusion tensor deﬁned in each node in a directional times a scalar
components, (2) If the directional component of the diffusion tensor is constant inside the domain, it is always possible to apply a
swap-based technique to get a ﬁnal triangulation that leaves unchanged the node location, but guarantees negative extra-diagonal
coefﬁcients, (3) in the most general anisotropic heterogeneous
case, it is always possible to maintain the M-property and the positive deﬁnite condition of the system by applying a parameter
smoothing to the two elements sharing an edge corresponding to
positive extra-diagonal coefﬁcient, when swapping the edge does
not lead to a negative extra-diagonal coefﬁcient.
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The previous procedure has been proposed in [3] with constant
in time diffusion tensor coefﬁcients. According to Eq. (4), in a time
dependent ﬂow ﬁeld, diffusion coefﬁcients change in time. This
makes the diffusive transport problem solution more challenging
and poses questions about the stability and robustness of the algorithm proposed for the computation of the diffusive transport
problem and the coupling of the two node-based procedures of
the numerical solver of the transport problem.
5. Input data structure
The following input data have to be assigned for the solution of
the ﬂow and transport problems: (1) the external boundary, deﬁned as a set of edges connecting an equal number of nodes, (2)
the internal boundaries, deﬁned by a set of edges, each one associated to a couple of nodes, (3) a set of internal nodes, (4) an initial
triangulation of all the nodes.
If the available triangulation does not satisfy the GD condition for
one or more internal edges, the iterative edge swaps procedure depicted in Section 3 can be applied. If the GD condition cannot be attained for one or more boundary sides, a small number of nodes can
added along these (boundary) sides, as described in Section 3 and in [2].
Once the GD condition for the triangulation is obtained, the following data are also required: (5) the initial conditions, respectively in the elements and nodes, for H and C, (6) the boundary
conditions for H and C, (7) a set of physical parameters (s0, K, e,
R, k, Tl) for each element of the original GD mesh, to be used for
the solution of the ﬂow problem and for the solution of the convective prediction problem, (8) a set of physical parameters for each
node of the mesh (Dm, aL, aT), to be used for the solution of the diffusion correction problem; the procedure applied for the estimation of the element tensors, in the mesh updated after each
change of the velocity ﬁeld, can be found in [3].
To avoid the need of totally regenerating the dual mesh for the
solution of the diffusive transport step starting from the basic GD
one after any change of the velocity ﬁeld, the dual mesh computed
for the running time step is saved and used as initial one for the
ﬁrst time step with a new velocity ﬁeld.
6. Numerical tests
We present six numerical tests. The ﬁrst one is about the steady
state ﬂow ﬁeld computed in a domain with strong permeability
changes, discretized with an unstructured GD mesh with obtuse triangles. A comparison between the performances of the proposed
methodology and the standard MHFE formulation [35] is carried
out. The second and third tests are aimed to investigate the coupling
of the two node-based techniques for transport problem, solved
using the same nodes but two different meshes, with assigned ﬂow
ﬁeld and using an analytical solution as reference solution. In tests 4
and 6, the computed results are compared with those obtained by
other literature models. In test 4 we deal with a transport problem
with assigned ﬂow ﬁeld, while in test 6 we solve a convection/diffusion and reaction transport problem. The ﬁfth test accounts of a
real-like situation with heterogeneous domain, space-dependent
permeability coefﬁcients and time-dependent ﬂow ﬁeld. Robustness of the solution, with particular attention to the diffusive component (affected by the time variation of the diffusion tensor
coefﬁcients), is analyzed by reﬁning the computational mesh.
6.1. Test 1. Flow ﬁeld computation for a steady state problem in a
domain with strong permeability changes
The problem is solved over a square domain [0.5, 0.5]2, discretized using the strongly unstructured GD mesh shown in
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Fig. 6 (128 triangles and 81 nodes). Permeability K changes in space
according to the following expression, function of the centroids coordinates of each triangle Tm:

 pxm 
_

Km ¼ e

sin

1;G
2dx1

þsin
0:01

pxm 
2;G
2dx1

ð43Þ

;

where dx1 = 1/8. The iso-K contours are shown in Fig. 7(a). An analytical solution of the piezometric heads is imposed:

Hex ¼ 2  4x21 ð2  x1 Þexpx1 ð2x1 Þ x2 ð1  x2 Þexpx2

ð44Þ

and the contours of the iso-H are shown in Fig. 7(b). The source
term fH on the r.h.s. of the governing PDEs (1) and (2) is computed
by space differentiation of the same solution on the l.h.s. of the
same Eqs. (1) and (2) according to the imposed solution in Eq.
(44). Full Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the domain
boundaries:

CHD ¼ CðCHN ¼ ;Þ HD ðxÞ ¼ Hex 8x 2 C:

ð45Þ

Starting from the mesh in Fig. 6 (coarse mesh), three reﬁnements
have been carried out, dividing each triangle in four equal ones by
connecting the midpoints of the three sides. After each reﬁnement,
a check is carried out in order to verify that the reﬁned mesh satisﬁes the GD property. If this is not the case, the GD condition is at-

tained by performing a series of edge swaps, as mentioned in
Section 3. The new mesh is the starting mesh for the next reﬁnement level. The L2 norm of the relative error corresponding to the
lth reﬁnement level has been computed as:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
2
m¼1;N T ðH m  H ex;m Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
q
;
errl ¼
P
2
m¼1;N T ðHex;m Þ

ð46Þ

where Hm and Hex,m are the computed and the exact solutions at circumcenter of element Tm. The relative error for mesh level l is
approximated by a power of the linear size of the area of the mean
triangle in the mesh:

errl ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃrc
jTjl ;

ð47Þ

where jTjl ispthe
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ area of the mean triangle in the mesh reﬁnement
level l and jTjl represents a measure of its linear size. The rate
of convergence rc is computed by comparing the relative errors of
two consecutive reﬁnement levels l and l + 1:

log
rc ¼



err l
err lþ1

logð2Þ


ð48Þ

:

In Table 1, the number of elements and the L2 norm of the relative error for each lth reﬁnement level are reported. Results of the
proposed ﬂow ﬁeld solver are compared with the ones of the standard MHFE scheme [35]. Observe that the relative errors of the
MHFE are more than twice the errors of the proposed scheme. This
is due to the presence of several obtuse triangles and to the heterogeneity of the permeability in the domain. The convergence order
is approximately 2 for both models. Moreover, the matrix of the
standard MHFE scheme has order equal to the number of edges,
the matrix resulting from the proposed algorithm has order equal
to the elements number (that usually is much smaller).
6.2. Analysis of the convergence order of the transport problem solver
6.2.1. Test 2. Smooth assigned solution in a 2D problem
A unitary square domain X = [0, 1]2 is assumed with the following assigned ﬂow ﬁeld: qx1 = qx2 = 1 m/s. Decay process is negligible, Re = 1, aL = 100 m and aT = 1 m. The following analytical
solution is assigned:

C ex ¼ sinðpðx1  tÞÞsinðpðx2  tÞÞ

ð49Þ

along with full Dirichlet boundary conditions:
Fig. 6. Test 1. The coarse GD mesh.

CCD ¼ CðCCN ¼ ;Þ C D ðx; tÞ ¼ C ex 8x 2 C;

Fig. 7. Test 1. (a) contours of the iso-K; (b) contours of the iso-H.

8t 2 ½0; T;

ð50Þ
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Table 1
Test 1. L2 norm of relative errors and convergence order of the proposed ﬂow ﬁeld solver and the MHFE [35].
Reﬁnement level l

NT

N

L2 proposed solver

rc proposed solver

L2 MHFE

rc MHFE

0
1
2
3

128
512
2048
8192

81
289
1089
4225

1.46d  02
2.24d  03
4.8d  04
9.1d  05

2.7d + 00
2.22d + 00
2.4d + 00

3.2d  02
6.1d  03
1.5d  03
3.6d  04

2.39d + 00
2.02d + 00
2.06d + 00

According to the results computed in Table 2, convergence order increases with mesh reﬁnement, from values smaller than 1
to values close to 1.72. The growth of the convergence order along
with the mesh density is very important, because it corresponds to
the computation of stable results also when a coarse mesh is used
instead of a very reﬁned one.
6.2.2. Test 3. Sharp assigned solution in a nearly 1D problem
An inﬁnite 1D domain [1, +1] with assigned ﬂow ﬁeld
(qx1 > 0, qx2 = 0) is assumed. Decay process is negligible, Re = 1
and Dd = 0. One and zero Dirichlet conditions on the left and right
boundary sides have been respectively imposed, as well as initial
conditions:

8x2 :

Cðx; 0Þ ¼ 1 x1 < 0 Cðx; 0Þ ¼ 0 x1 P 0;

ð53Þ

The exact solution to this problem is [6]:

!
1
ðx1 þ v 1 tÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
Cðx; tÞ ¼ 1  erfc
2
2 aL jqjt
Fig. 8. Test 2. The coarse computational mesh (272 triangles and 159 nodes).

Similarly to the previous test 1, the source term fC on the r.h.s. of the
governing PDEs (27) is computed by space and time differentiation
of the same known solution on the l.h.s. of the same Eq. (27). The
square domain has been discretized with the unstructured mesh
shown in Fig. 8 (coarse mesh, 272 triangles and 159 nodes). Time
step size Dt is 0.08 s. The CFL value is computed as:

Dt
CFL ¼ jqj pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jTj

ð51Þ

and its maximum value is 2.27. Simulation time is 7.2 s. Starting
from the coarse mesh, four reﬁnements have been carried out, as
before described. At each mesh reﬁnement, time step has been
halved in order to limit the growth of the maximum CFL number.
In Table 2, the number of triangles and nodes of the meshes, as
well as the L2 norms of the relative errors and the convergence order are reported. Analogously the previous test 1, L2 norm of the
relative error corresponding to the lth reﬁnement level is evaluated
as:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
P
2
i¼1;N ðC i  C ex;i Þ
ﬃ ;
errl ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
2
i¼1;N ðC ex;i Þ

ð52Þ

where Ci and Cex,i are respectively the computed and the exact
solutions at node i.
Table 2
Test 2. L2 norm of relative errors and convergence order.
Reﬁnement level l

NT

N

L2

rc

0
1
2
3
4

272
1088
4352
17408
69632

159
589
2265
8881
35169

5.5d  01
3.2d  01
1.4d  01
5.1d  02
1.55d  02

7.81d  01
1.19d + 00
1.46d + 00
1.72d + 00

ð54Þ

which is not affected by the transverse dispersion coefﬁcient aT [6].
The transport problem is solved in the 2D domain [50, 50]  [0, a]
and the numerical solution is not affected by the a value that deﬁnes the computational domain. To enhance the 1D character of
the test, zero Neumann ﬂuxes along the x2 = 0 and x2 = a sides are
assigned. Value of a is equal to 40 m. Domain has been discretized
using an unstructured mesh with 3948 triangles and 2063 nodes
(mesh level 0). Time step size is 0.1 s and the total simulation time
is 5 s. qx1 = 1 m/s, aL = 100 m and aT = 1 m, with a maximum CFL value 1.5. Starting from the computational mesh level 0, three reﬁnements have been performed as previously described. In Table 3, the
number of triangles and nodes of the meshes, as well as the L2
norms of the relative errors and the convergence order are shown.
Observe that, eventhough convergence order increases along with
the mesh reﬁnement, it is a bit smaller than the one of the previous
test. This could be due to the sharper variability of the solution with
respect to the one in test 2.
6.3. Test 4. 2D transport problem with known uniform ﬂow ﬁeld and
homogeneous domain
Assume a unitary square domain X = [0, 1]2, with full Dirichlet
boundary conditions for C:

C D ðx; tÞ ¼ 1 8x 2 CCD1

C D ðx; tÞ ¼ 0 8x 2 CCD2 ;

ð55Þ

C
D1

with C = [(x1, x2): x1 = 0, 0 6 x2 6 1] U [0 6 x1 6 0.3, x2 = 0] and
CCD2 = C  CCD1 . C = 0 is initially imposed in the domain. The ﬂow
ﬁeld is constant in space and time and the medium is homogeneous.

Table 3
Test 3. L2 norm of relative errors and convergence order.
Reﬁnement level l

NT

N

L2

rc

0
1
2
3

3948
15792
63168
252672

2063
8073
31937
127041

8.d  03
4.7d  03
2.15d  03
8.25d  04

7.67d  01
1.13d + 00
1.38d + 00
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Flow ﬁeld components are qx1 = 1 m/s, qx2 = 0 m/s and the following
coefﬁcients of the diffusion tensor are assumed: Dd = 0 m2/s,
aL = 1.0d  01 m, aT = 1.0d  01 m (isotropic case), aT = 1.0d  02
(weak anisotropy) and aT = 1.0d  04 m (strong anisotropy). Decay
process is negligible and Re = 1. This test has been proposed in
[30]. Domain has been discretized using a mesh with 17408 triangles and 8881 nodes, obtained by reﬁning 3 times the one in
Fig. 8. Dt = 0.025 s and the maximum CFL is 2.13.
In Fig. 9, C-isolines computed by the proposed procedure are
shown in the case of isotropic medium (aL = aT = 1.0d  01 m).
C-isolines are undistinguishable from the ones computed in [30]
that for brevity are not shown here. The Authors in [30] use a FV
Godunov scheme for the solution of convective component, coupled – for the solution of diffusive component – with: 1) a MHFE
based on the lowest order Raviart–Thomas (RT0) approximation
of the vector variable (GMM) and 2) a standard P1 Galerkin scheme
(G-P1 M). A limiter is included in the FV Godunov scheme. The
Authors in [30] discretize the domain using a mesh with 32768
right-angle triangles and 16641 nodes and use a time step equal
to 1.0d  04 s for the advective component and 1.0d  03 s for
the diffusive one, corresponding to a maximum CFL equal to 0.28.
In Fig. 10, the C-isolines computed by the proposed procedure in
the weak anisotropic case (aL = 1.0d  01 m, aT = 1.0d  02 m) are
shown for the simulation times 0.1 s and 0.5 s. Fig. 11 shows the
corresponding results computed in [30] using the G-P1 M (dashed
lines) and the GMM (solid lines). Also in this weak anisotropic case,
results of the three numerical procedures are quite similar.
Reducing the aT parameter value leads to a reduction of the
advancing speed in the central portion of the front (especially at
T 0.1 s) and this creates S-shaped C-isolines and steeper front along
the x1 direction in the computed results of the three models. C-isolines computed by the proposed model in the stronger anisotropic
case (aL = 1.0d  01 m, aT = 1.0d  04 m) are shown in Fig. 12 for
the same simulation times. The corresponding results computed
by the G-P1 M model in [30] are shown in Fig. 13. The G-P1 M
scheme is stable for this strong anisotropic case while the authors
in [30] have observed an ill-conditioning of the GMM scheme. Running the same test without the limiter of the Godunov FV scheme,
the Authors in [30] have observed that the G-P1 M results do not
display any signiﬁcant difference with the ones obtained using
the limiter. On the opposite, the GMM C-isolines reveal unphysical
oscillations, especially at 0.1 s, with a maximum C value 1.124.
Results of the proposed model show a front sharper than the
one obtained by the G-P1 M scheme in [30], but they are free of
spurious oscillations. Moreover, in Section 4.1 it has been pointed

Fig. 10. Test 4. Computed C-isolines (aL = 1.d  01 m; aT = 1.d  02 m): (a) T = 0.1 s;
(b) T = 0.5 s.

Fig. 11. Test 4. C-isolines computed in [30] (GMM and G-P1 M models) (aL = 1.d
 01 m; aT = 1.d  02 m): (a) T = 0.1 s; (b) T = 0.5 s.

Fig. 12. Test 4. Computed C-isolines (aL = 1.d  01 m; aT = 1.d  04 m): (a) T = 0.1 s;
(b) T = 0.5 s.

out that the function limiter of the convective step is not included
in the present work. We have reﬁned once more the mesh, but the
Fig. 9. Test 4. Computed C-isolines (aL = aT = 1.d  01 m).
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The permeability coefﬁcient K is function of the centroid co-ordinates of each triangle Tm:

 pxm 
_

Km ¼ e

sin

1;G
4dx1

þsin

pxm 
2;G
4dx2

10

ð56Þ

;

where dx1 and dx2 are equal to 9.09091. Zone 1 is [(x1, x2), with
0 6 x1 6 50 and 0 6 x2 6 100], zone 2 is the remaining part of the
domain. Full Dirichlet boundary condition equal to 1 is assumed
for C and C = 0 is the initial condition over all the domain. Boundary
conditions for H are:

HD ðx; tÞ ¼ 6 m 8x 2 CHD1

Fig. 13. Test 4. C-isolines computed in [30] (G-P1 M model) (aL = 1.d  01 m;
aT = 1.d  04 m): (a) T = 0.1 s; (b) T = 0.5 s.

computed results are practically undistinguishable from the ones
in Figs. 12.
6.4. Test 5. Investigation of mesh size effects in a space-dependent
permeability and heterogeneous domain. CPU times investigation
A square domain [0,100]2 is assumed, with heterogeneous
parameters varying according to the coefﬁcients listed in Table 4.
Table 4
Test 5. Material properties.
Zone

e[–]

R [–]

k [s1]

s0 [m1]

Dd [m2/s]

aL [m]

aT [m]

1
2

0.85
0.5

1
1

0
0

1.d + 00
0.12347d + 00

0
0

2.d + 00
1.d + 00

1.d  04
1.d  03

HD ðx; tÞ ¼ 1 m 8x 2 CHD2 ;

ð57Þ

with CHD1 = [(x1, x2) with (x2 = 0 and 0 6 x1 6 100)] and CHD2 =
C  CHD1 . H0(x, 0) = 1 m is the initial condition over all the domain.
Domain has been discretized using an unstructured mesh with
272 triangles and 159 nodes (coarse mesh). Four reﬁnements have
been tested. Total simulation time is 7.5d + 06 s, time step size for
the coarse mesh is 50000 s and it has been halved at each reﬁnement. Fig. 14(a) shows the contour lines of the permeability coefﬁcient. Fig. 14(b) shows the computed H-isolines for the 2nd
reﬁnement level at the end of simulation time (results obtained
with the other meshes are qualitatively very close and are not
shown for brevity). Fig. 14(c) represents, in each element, the angles
between the two couples of eigenvectors of diffusive tensor computed at two consecutive time iterations. The average normalized
change of the tensor elements per each time step, due to the velocity change, is about 10%. Fig. 15 shows the C-isolines contours for
the coarse mesh and for the three reﬁnement levels. Results show
the stability of the diffusive transport solution with respect to both
the mesh and the time step changes occurring at each mesh reﬁnement. Computational costs of the different algorithm steps have
been investigated. In Table 5, the mean computational times (in s)
per iteration, required for computation of the ﬂow ﬁeld, cell

Fig. 14. Test 5. (a) spatial permeability distribution and domain discretization using the coarse mesh; (b) computed H-isolines (2nd reﬁnement mesh level); (c) angles
between two couples of eigenvectors of diffusive tensor computed at two consecutive time iterations.
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Fig. 15. Test 5. Computed C-isolines (T = 7.5d + 06 s). (a) coarse mesh; (b) 1st reﬁnement level; (c) 2nd reﬁnement level; (d) 3rd reﬁnement level.

ordering, solution of the prediction and of the correction steps are
reported. In the same table, the mean CPU time per iteration required for the diffusive ﬂux coefﬁcients estimation, that guarantees
the M-property of stiffness matrix of the diffusive system, is shown
too. The mean CPU times have been computed by dividing the total
times required by the different steps by the number of triangles NT.
A single processor Intel Q 6600, 2.40 GHz has been used. The computation of the prediction step of the transport problem is the most
demanding one. The mean CPU time for the correction step solution
is approximately twice of the CPU time for the ﬂow ﬁeld solution.
Observe that the mean CPU time for the prediction step is almost
independent from the mesh elements number, since this represents
the ‘‘explicit’’ component of the method. Mean CPU times of the correction step and of the ﬂow ﬁeld solution increase with the element
number. In fact these steps, representing the ‘‘non explicit’’ component of the algorithm, require the solution of large linear systems of
the order of the elements and nodes number. The growth is much
less than linear. The ordering step requires a CPU time per single
cell one-two magnitude orders less than the CPU time required by
the correction step. The small reduction of the mean CPU time required for the diffusive ﬂux coefﬁcient estimation in the correction
step can be explained with the decreasing ratio between the num-

ber of swapped edges and the total number of edges. The growth
rate b of the CPU time is measured as the power exponent of the
relationship:

CPU ¼ ðNT Þb ) logðCPUÞ ¼ logðNT Þ  b þ c;

ð58Þ

where CPU is the mean CPU time per iteration and c is an arbitrary
constant. In Fig. 16 exponent b ranges from 0.2407 to 0.2564 for the
CPU times of the ‘‘non explicit’’ components.
6.5. Test 6. The Andra COUPLEX 1 test
This is one of the COUPLEX benchmarks [9], a set of simpliﬁed
albeit realistic test cases aimed at simulating the transport of
radionuclides around a nuclear waste repository. In the present
case the transported pollutant is iodine I 129.
The problem raises some difﬁculties. In this test, in facts, we
handle a highly elongated medium (width-to-height ratio is over
30) with four geological layers and highly variable parameters in
space (hydraulic conductivities vary over six orders of magnitude
and convection and diffusion constants are very different from
one layer to another), highly concentrated sources in space and
time and very different time scales. Iodine leaks from containers

Table 5
Test 5. Mean CPU times values for the different algorithm steps and reﬁnement levels.
Reﬁnement level

NT

Flow ﬁeld

Cell ordering

Prediction step

Correction step

Diff. ﬂux coeff.

0
1
2
3
4

272
1088
4352
17408
69632

2.13d  06
2.489d  06
2.848d  06
3.6d  06
6.29d  06

0
0
1.196d  08
1.48d  08
1.201d  08

1.608d  05
1.527d  05
1.538d  05
1.568d  05
1.573d  05

2.68d  06
4.787d  06
6.88d  06
8.96d  06
1.217d  05

3.829d  07
4.24d  07
5.1d  07
3.93d  07
3.489d  07
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2

2.5

3

3.5 log (N T ) 4

4.5

5

-4

log (mean CPU time) [s]

-4.5

Table 7
Test 6. Boundary conditions for H and C. Values of H in meters, values of C in mol/m3,
distances in meters.

y = 0.0056x - 4.8286

Piezometric head
H = 289
H = 310

-5
-5.5

y = 0.2564x - 6.1495

y = 0.2407x - 6.4171

H = 180 +
H = 200
H = 286
@H
@n ¼ 0

-6
-6.5

flow field

-7

y = -0.0954x - 6.0587

cell ordering

@C i
@n
@C i
@n

correction step

-8

diff. flux coeff.

160x1
25000

x1 = 0, 295 6 x2 6 595
x1 = 0, 0 6 x2 6 200
elsewhere

Concentration

prediction step

-7.5

x1 = 25000, 0 6 x2 6 200
x1 = 25000, 350 6 x2 6 595
0 6 x1 6 25000, x2 = 695

x1 = 0, 295 6 x2 6 595

¼0

x1 = 0, 0 6 x2 6 200

¼0
Di rC i  n  C i q  n ¼ 0
Ci = 0

y = 0.2633x - 9.0499

-8.5

0 6 x1 6 25000, x2 = 0
Elsewhere

Fig. 16. Test 5. CPU times of the different step in the proposed procedure.
Exponents b.

1.6E-03

(repository) into the clay within a short period compared with the
millions of years over which convection and diffusion remain active. Geometry of the domain is shown in Fig. 17. Repository R is
a uniform rectangular source in the clay layer: R =
(18440 m, 21680 m)  (244 m, 250 m). Water ﬂows slowly through
those porous media and convects the radioactive materials once
the containers start to leak. Simulation time is 1.0d + 07 years.
Material physical properties, parameters and half life period for I
129 are reported in Table 6. Zero concentration is assumed at the
beginning of the simulation in the domain, while the ﬂow problem
is assumed to be steady-state. Boundary conditions for H and C are
reported in Table 7 and Fig. 18 shows the release of iodine as
function of time [9]. An initial unstructured GD mesh with 31234
triangles and 16133 nodes has been used, with triangle sides lying
on the internal boundary among layers. The time step size is
200 years.
Fig. 19 shows the computed H-isolines. In the same ﬁgure, the
red lines show the boundaries of the four geological layers and
the repository. According to the computed H proﬁles, a change of
the velocity ﬁeld direction occurs at the repository. In Fig. 20, a
zoom of the velocity ﬁeld near the repository is shown. The change
of the velocity direction causes a distinct shape of the concentration isolines around the repository.

x2

695

1.4E-03

iodine [mol/y]

1.2E-03
1.0E-03
8.0E-04
6.0E-04
4.0E-04
2.0E-04
0.0E+00
1000

10000

time [y]

100000

Fig. 18. Test 6. Iodine I 129 release in time.

marl

595
limestone
350
295

clay

repository

200
dogger
0

25000

x1
Fig. 19. Test 6. Computed H-isolines.

Fig. 17. Test 6. Domain geometry.

Table 6
Test 6. Material properties.
Layer

K [m/year]

Dd [m2/year]

aL [m]

aT [m]

Re [-]

Tl I 129 [year]

Marl
Limestone
Clay
Dogger

3.1536  1.d – 05
6.3072
3.1536  1.d  06
25.2288

5.d  04
5.d  04
5.d  07
5.d  04

0
50
0
50

0
1
0
1

1
1
1.d  03
1

1.57d + 07
1.57d + 07
1.57d + 07
1.57d + 07
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Fig. 20. Test 6. Detail of the ﬂow ﬁled near the repository (in red lines). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 21a. Test 6. Detail of the computed C-isolines (black lines) and H-isolines (blue
lines) near the repository (red lines) at T = 10110 years. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 21b. Test 6. Computed C-isolines (black lines) at T = 10110 years (in red the
boundaries of the geological layers and of the repository).

Fig. 21c. Test 6. Computed C-isolines (black lines) at T = 50110 years (in red the
boundaries of the geological layers and of the repository). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 21d. Test 6. Computed C-isolines (black lines) at T = 2.d + 05 years (in red the
boundaries of the geological layers and of the repository). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 21e. Test 6. Computed C-isolines (black lines) at T = 1.d + 06 years (in red the
boundaries of the geological layers and of the repository). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Fig. 23. Test 6. C-isolines computed in [8]: (a) T = 10110 years; (b) T = 50110 years.

Fig. 21f. Test 6. Computed C-isolines (black lines) at T = 1.d + 07 years (in red the
boundaries of the geological layers and of the repository). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

We can look more closely to the portion of R on the r.h.s. with
respect to the vertical H-isoline. In this region the velocity vector,
except very close to the vertical H-isoline, has a negative vertical
component (downward), so that convective and diffusive effects
acts along the same direction (downward) in the lower part of
the repository, while have opposite direction in the upper portion
of repository, where diffusion acts upward and convection downward. Fig. 21a shows a sharp front of concentration in the lower
portion of the repository moving downward, while, in the upper

region, the diffusion effect spreads out the advected iodine and a
smooth concentration proﬁle moves upward. Simulation time is
10110 years.
Exactly the opposite occurs in the region of R located on the
l.h.s. with respect to the vertical H-isoline, where a sharp front
moves upward and a smooth proﬁle moves downward.
Observe also that in the two smooth proﬁle regions, the contours of the concentration proﬁles are affected by the direction of
the velocity vectors.
At the beginning of the iodine release, a moderate contaminant
mass moves along the x2 direction, close to the vertical H-isoline.
This is essentially due to the opposite contaminant mass movements in the right and left domain portions with respect to the vertical H-isoline. These small quantities of contaminant mass are
then transported by convection and diffusion processes and this
explains the higher distances from the repository boundary of
the smallest values of the C-isolines in the smooth proﬁle regions
than in the sharp front regions.
In Figs. 21b–21f, the contours of the C-isolines are shown for the
simulation times 10110, 50110, 2.0d + 05, 1.0d + 06 and
1.0d + 07 years. Increasing the duration, concentration contours
on the r.h.s. and l.h.s. with respect to the vertical H-isoline become
more uniform around the repository. Computational results have
been compared with the ones given by Bernard-Michel et al. [8].
The authors in [8] computed the ﬂow ﬁeld using a MHFE scheme,
and compared the results of three different numerical methods for
the solution of the transport problem: a FV, a FE and a MHFE
scheme. They discretized the domain using quadrilateral and rectangular grids, with different reﬁnement levels, from 5000 to
166000 elements. More details can be found in [8]. In Fig. 22, results obtained in [8] are shown for the simulation times
2.0d + 05, 1.0d + 06 and 1.0d + 07 years. The pollutant mass inside
the domain at the different simulation times, as computed in [8], is
less than the one computed by the proposed procedure. At
2.0d + 05 years the C-isoline = 1.d-08 mol/m3 of the proposed model in the limestone layer spreads out for a larger extension than in
the FE and MHFE/FV models in [8]. Observe also in the clay layer,
on the left side of the repository, a quite different trend of the Cisolines 1.0d  12, 1.0d  10 and 1.0d  08 mol/m3. At 1.0d +
06 years the C-isoline 1.0d  06 mol/m3 of the proposed model in
the limestone layer does not appear in the FE scheme in [8] and
the C-isoline 1.0d  04 mol/m3 computed by the proposed procedure does not cross the repository. At 1.0d + 07 years, the amount
of iodine computed in [8] is less than the one computed by the
present scheme. It is important to underline that at each simulation iteration, the Mass Balance Ratio (MBR) of the proposed model
has been checked out. MBR is deﬁned as [11]:

MBR ¼
Fig. 22. Test 6. C-isolines computed
T = 1.d + 06 years; (c) T = 1.d + 07 years.

in

[8];

(a)

T = 2.d + 05 years;

(b)

total additional mass in the domain
;
total net flux into the domain

ð59Þ

where the ‘‘total additional mass in the domain’’ is the difference
between the mass measured at any simulation time t and the initial
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mass in the domain, the ‘‘total net ﬂux into the domain’’ is the ﬂux
integrated in time up to time t. In a ‘‘perfect’’ model MBR is equal to
1. For the present simulations the difference (1-MBR) is of the same
order of the machine truncation error (1.0d  15  1.0d  16).
Fig. 23 shows the C-isolines computed in [8] at T = 10110 and
50110 years. These results show a very different trend with respect
to the ones computed by the proposed model (in Figs. 21a–21c). In
the results by Bernard-Michel et al. [8] the C-isolines around the
repository are very smooth and seem to be not affected by the
changes in the velocity ﬁeld on the right and left hand side portions
of the domain with respect to the vertical H-isoline, previously
discussed.

Appendix A. Solution of the prediction transport problem
In system (31),

dCm
¼ Am Cm þ bðtÞ with Cm ¼ ð C m
1
dt

A numerical model for the solution of the ﬂow and transport
problem in heterogeneous media with anisotropic diffusion tensor
for the transport problem has been presented. The governing PDEs
are solved on a given set of nodes, that are connected by an automatically generated triangular mesh. The geometrical input data
are the node coordinates, as well as a set of internal and external
boundary lines. Flow ﬁeld is variable in space and time and, in this
context, independent from the transport problem. An innovative
solution of the ﬂow ﬁeld guarantees the M-property and the positive deﬁnite condition of the matrix of the solution system. Flow
ﬁeld is the basis for the solution of the transport problem, carried
out according to a prediction/correction procedure. The prediction
step computes analytically the convective/reactive transport
components, while the correction step computes the diffusive
components.
The proposed ﬂow ﬁeld solver clearly overruns the original
MHFE scheme [35] in the case of heterogeneous medium and
unstructured mesh. The coupling of the two node-based techniques of the transport problem is robust, spurious oscillations
are missing in the model results and the convergence order of
the transport problem solver increases from values less than 1 to
values close to 1.72, along with the reﬁning of the mesh. Investigation of mean CPU times per element required by the different model steps reveals that the prediction step of the transport problem is
the most demanding one, but it is not affected by the element
number. Computation of the ﬂow ﬁeld, as well as the correction
transport step, require a mean cost per element that increases with
the element number, but much less than linearly. The swapping
procedure in the correction transport step, aimed to guarantee
the monotonicity of the solution and the ‘‘nice’’ properties of the
linear system, requires a CPU time that is approximately one magnitude order less than the CPU time of the prediction step. The difference between the MBR of an ideal model and the one calculated
in the proposed model does not exceed the truncation machine
error, that guarantees an almost perfect conservation of mass.
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matrix Am is given by:

Am
ij ¼

X

1
1
ðBm
_
iq Þ F qj ;
m q¼1;2;3

ðA:2; aÞ

x

with

Z

1  dj
jT m j

F 1j ¼ 
7. Conclusions

Cm
2

F 2;j ¼ ð1  dj Þ
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Z

Z

_
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j
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j
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/m
j ðr j Þdl þ

xm km
3

!
;

m
/m
j ðr j Þðx1  x1;G Þdl þ

m
/m
j ðr j Þðx2  x2;G Þdl þ

jT m jqm
x1
3

;

ðA:2; bÞ

jT m jqm
x2
3

and matrix B coefﬁcients are:

1
m
m
;
Bm
11 ¼ B12 ¼ B13 ¼
3


jT
j
m
m
m
2xm
Bm
1;1 þ x1;2 þ x1;3 ;
21 ¼
12

jT m j  m
m
x1;1 þ 2xm
Bm
1;2 þ x1;3 ;
22 ¼
12

jT m j  m
m
x1;1 þ xm
¼
Bm
23
1;2 þ 2x1;3
12

jT m j  m
m
m
B31 ¼
2x2;1 þ xm
2;2 þ x2;3 ;
12

jT m j  m
m
m
x2;1 þ 2xm
B32 ¼
2;2 þ x2;3 ;
12

jT m j  m
m
x2;1 þ xm
¼
Bm
33
2;2 þ 2x2;3 ;
12
_

_

_

_

_

ðA:3Þ

_

where xm ¼ Rm em , Rm , em and km are the mean spatial values of
R, e and k in Tm, dj is equal to 1 or 0 if the ﬂux is respectively enterm
ing or leaving the cell, lj is the length of side j of cell Tm (the side
following node j in counterclockwise direction), /m
is the ﬂux
j
(positive if leaving the cell) per unit length through the same side
of the element, the linear integrals represent the leaving mass and
m
moment ﬂuxes and rj (0 6 rj 6 lj ) is the abscissa of the point on
T
side j. Symbol (.) in Eq. (A.1) indicates the transpose operator.
Vector b(t) in Eq. (A.1) is a polynomial of the same order of ne,
that is:
0

1

2

bðtÞ ¼ b þ b t þ b t 2

0 6 t 6 Dt

ðA:4Þ

and it is equal to:
p

bi ¼

X

1
1
ðBm
_
ij Þ Gjp ;
m j¼1:2:3

x

ðA:5Þ

where index p marks the order of the polynomial time approximation, p = 0, 1, 2 and

G1p
G3p

_
Z
Z
m
fC;p
dj
e
e
¼
/jm njm ðrjm Þdl þ
/ejm nejm ðrjm Þðx1  xm
G2p ¼ dj
1;G Þdl
jT e j lejm
3
lejm
Z
¼ dj
/ejm nejm ðrjm Þðx2  xm
2;G Þdl;
lejm

ðA:6Þ
_
fCm

where
is the mean value of fC over Tm (generally, a time variation for this term can be assumed known), jm is the side with
e
length ljm of any neighboring element Te (with He > Hm) shared with
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cell Tm (corresponding to side j of Tm), /ejm is the ﬂux per unit length
leaving cell Te through side jm of the same element and, according
to the continuity of ﬂuxes at cell interfaces, /ejm ¼ /m
j ; the linear
integrals represent the incoming mass and moment ﬂuxes, nejm is
the concentration of the incoming ﬂux of the point on side jm with
e
abscissa rjm (0 6 rjm 6 ljm ).
Because of its asymmetry, matrix Am can have either three real
or one real and two conjugate eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In the
m
m
m
m
m
ﬁrst case call km
1 ; k2 ; k3 and u1 ; u2 ; u3 the real eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. In the second case call km
and
um
3 the real eigenvalue
3
m
m
m
and eigenvector, km
,
u
and
k
,
u
the
real
and
the imaginary part
r
r
i
i
of the two conjugate eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The solution of
system (31) at the end of time step is given by:
m
m
0
1
n
n
Cm ¼ a1 Cm
1 þ a2 C2 þ a3 C3 þ v þ v Dt þ    þ v Dt ;

ðA:7Þ

where the ﬁrst three terms are the solution of the homogeneous
m
part of system (31). Cm
1 and C2 are given by:
m

m
k1 Dt
Cm
1 ¼ u1 exp

m

m
k2 Dt
Cm
2 ¼ u2 exp

m

m
m
kr Dt
m
Cm
½um
r cosðki DtÞ  ui sinðki DtÞ;
1 ¼ exp
m

m
m
kr Dt
m
Cm
½um
r sinðki DtÞ þ ui cosðki DtÞ
2 ¼ exp

ðA:9; aÞ

and
m

k3 D t m
Cm
u3 :
3 ¼ exp

ðA:9; bÞ

Vectors vi (i = 0, 1, 2) can be computed by comparing terms in
the polynomial part of system (31) with the same time exponent.
This leads to the sequential solution of the following linear
systems:
2

Am v 2 ¼ b
A

v

1

1

¼ b þ 2v

ðA:10Þ

0

Coefﬁcients a1, a2 and a3 are computed by forcing the solution
of system (31) to honor the initial concentration values at the three
nodes of the element, according to the system:
m
m
m
0
Cm
0 ¼ a1 u1 þ a2 u2 þ a3 u3 þ v

or Cm
0

m
m
0
¼ a1 um
r þ a2 ui þ a3 u3 þ v ;

ðA:11Þ

where Cm
0 is the vector of the initial nodal concentrations.
Once the ODEs system (31) is solved for element Tm, polynomial
coefﬁcients in Eq. (32) can be set in order to honour the computed
initial and ﬁnal values, as well as to match the mean in time value
of each polynomial approximation with the one computed by the
analytical solution, that is:
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x B
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_
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ljm

jm jm
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2;G

The linear integrals on the l.h.s. of Eq. (A.13) are the mean (in
time) values of the leaving mass and moment ﬂuxes and linear
concentration proﬁle 
nm
j ðr j Þ in side j is computed as function of
the unknown mean concentration value at point with abscissa rj
on side j with leaving ﬂux. 
nm
j ðr j Þ is function of the unknowns
jT m jqm
x1ð2Þ P
m
mean nodal values on side j. Term
j¼1;3 nj is the variation
3
of the 1st order moment due to the movement of the centroid in
x1(2) direction. The ﬁrst term on the r. h. s. is the mean (in time) value of the mass and moment change. The linear integrals in the second term on the r. h. s. are the mean (in time) values of the
incoming mass and x1 and x2 1st order moment ﬂuxes; these are
function of the mean concentration 
nejm ðr jm Þ at any point on side
e

jm with abscissa rjm. n ðr jm Þ can be computed according to both
jm

mean nodal concentration values of side jm.
Appendix B. Solution of the correction transport problem
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where 
nm
j is obtained by solving the following linear system (A.12),
given by the 0th and 1st order moment balance equations:

Deﬁne:

ti;ip ¼

ri;ip
;
jri;ip j

ti;im ¼

ri;im
;
jri;im j

ðB:1Þ

the two unit vectors parallel to sides ri,ip and ri,im (see Fig. 5(a)). Flux
coefﬁcient across jPi;ip ~cT m j due to a unitary difference between C values in ip and i is computed as [3]:
m
F Ti;ip
¼  D ti;ip

ðC ip  C i Þ
1
^ ðxTc m  xi;ip Þ
:
jri;ip j
jC ip  C i j

ðB:2; aÞ

Similarly, ﬂux coefﬁcient across jP i;im ~cT m j due to a unitary difference of C values in nodes im and i is:
m
F Ti;im
¼  D ti;im

ðC im  C i Þ
1
^ ðxi;im  xTc m Þ
;
jri;im j
jC i  C im j

ðB:2; bÞ

where the Euclidean norm of ri,ip (ri,im) is also the distance between
m
m
nodes i and ip (im). Finally, coefﬁcients F Ti;ip
and F Ti;im
can be computed as:
m
F Ti;ip
¼ D ðxip  xi Þ ^ ðxTc m  xi;ip Þ

1

ðB:3; aÞ

jri;ip j2

m
F Ti;im
¼ D ðxi  xim Þ ^ ðxTc m  xi;im Þ

1
jri;im j2

;

ðB:3; bÞ
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with the symbols speciﬁed in Section 4.2. The extra-diagonal
coefﬁcient Fi,im of the stiffness matrix of the resolving system is given by the sum of the unitary coefﬁcients across jPi;im ~cT m j and
jPi;ip ~cT e j:
m
e
F i;im ¼ F Ti;im
þ F Tim;i
;

(coefﬁcients
written as:

m
F Ti;im

ðB:4Þ

and

e
F Tim;i

are given in Eqs. (B.3)). Eq. (B.4) can be

F i;im ¼ DT m ðxi  xim Þ ^ ðxTc m  xi;im Þ
^ ðxTc e  xi;im Þ

1
jri;im j2

 DT e ðxim  xi Þ

1

ðB:5Þ

jri;im j2

and DT mðeÞ is the diffusive tensor for element Tm(e). Eq. (B.5) can then
be written as:

F i;im ¼ 



Tm Tm
e
e
~ci;im sin hT m þ dTim;i
~cTim;i
di;im
sin hT e

T

jri;im j2

;

ðB:6Þ

T

q
q
where ~cp;pm
and dp;pm
are deﬁned in Eqs. (42) and (40), hT q is deﬁned
in Section 4.2. Eq. (B.6) is the same as Eq. (39).
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